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Japan As A Normal Country
While the Japanese didn't seem to mind Trump's brashness, there's little doubt that a return to a more ordinary U.S.-Japan relationship is also welcome.
Leaders Change, But Japan-U.S. Relations Remain Strong | Opinion
Seated inside Tokyo’s new 1.4 billion National Stadium, Sebastian Coe again tried to reassure athletes and skeptical residents of Japan that the postponed Olympics will be safe when they open in just ...
Two Tokyo Olympics: In and out Japan’s National Stadium
Along with a select handful of other countries, Japan continues to carry a torch for airport privatisation. The country has already concessioned a variety of large and small airports, some ...
Japan airport privatisation: Niigata Airport next
In a “normal year,” this would be a busy week for Japanese tourists visiting Hawai‘i. It’s the middle of “Golden Week”—a series of holidays that usually ...
Asia Minute: Japan’s 'Golden Week' Becomes State of Emergency
TOKYO - Japan extended its state of emergency in Tokyo and other areas through May 31. Japan is showing social and political strains as the coronavirus spreads ahead of the Tokyo Olympics, which start ...
The Latest: Japan extends Tokyo state of emergency
Relying on Ron's early memories, their mother's diary, and the acute memory of their father, who lived to be over one hundred, the Baenningers recount ...
In the Eye of the Wind: A Travel Memoir of Prewar Japan
The US-Japan leaders' summit was scrutinized by ... have tried to realize the dream of becoming a "normal country" like others in the region, but they seem to have totally lost their spine after ...
Suga’s China policy is skewed, casting shadow on Japan’s future
Shares were mostly lower in Asia in thin trading Monday, with some markets including those in Tokyo and Shanghai closed for holidays. The declines followed a retreat Friday on Wall Street, where the S ...
Asian shares mostly lower; China, Japan closed for holidays
It's normal, it's natural and everyone needs closure. Giving people space isn't always what that person needs or wants. Sometimes they need to talk about it, they need the company. Japan being a ...
Lodging houses used as morgues create unease among residents
Imax Corp. plans to almost triple its number of cinemas in Japan by 2024, betting on a strong rebound from the coronavirus pandemic in the world’s third-largest movie market by box office.
Imax to Triple Japan Network in Bet Moviegoers Will Return
Japan is set to extend a virus state of emergency that includes Tokyo to the end of May. Hong Kong will shorten mandatory quarantine stays for fully vaccinated inbound travelers, the South China ...
Japan to Extend Emergency; Shorter H.K. Quarantine: Virus Update
Photo: VCG Japan is consuming its reputation as an ... and its efforts to become a political major power and normal country will be questioned strongly by the international community, especially ...
Wastewater dumping reveals Japan's aggressiveness hidden behind a smoke screen of politeness
A similar dynamic is true in Japan. Experts said the country might simply have failed ... countries like the U.S. starting to bounce back to normal,” said Suh Gaeun, 23, a research analyst ...
These Countries Did Well With Covid. So Why Are They Slow on Vaccines?
In normal times, this would be pretty exciting for everyone. But the pandemic continues to weigh on the host country and the world around it. Today, the No. 2 guy in Japan's ruling party said that ...
Japan is having doubts about the Olympics
Japan is set to extend a virus state of emergency that includes Tokyo to the end of May. A mathematical model prepared by advisers to Prime Minister Narendra Modi suggests India’s coronavirus outbreak ...
Japan to Extend Emergency; NYC Tourist Vaccines: Virus Update
Officials say they expect about 100 million doses of the Pfizer vaccine to arrive by the end of June, enough to inoculate Japan’s 36 million elderly residents as the country races to vaccinate ...
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Japan Begins COVID-19 Vaccination Efforts for Citizens 65 and Older
capital of Japan, April 13, 2021. (Xinhua/Du Xiaoyi) "Would this open the door for any country to release radioactive waste to the ocean that is not part of normal operations?" This question raised by ...
Japan's decision to dump nuclear wastewater into sea reveals a selfish nature
Spring is here, parks are busy with people enjoying the warmer weather and the country ... to normal — or some semblance of it, anyway. More than a year on since the pandemic first hit Japan ...
Your questions for how to socialize safely this Golden Week, answered
capital of Japan, April 13, 2021. (Xinhua/Du Xiaoyi) "Would this open the door for any country to release radioactive waste to the ocean that is not part of normal operations?" This question raised by ...
Xinhua Commentary: Japan's decision to dump nuclear wastewater into sea reveals a selfish nature
The image of Japan is now being questioned at home and ... "Would this open the door for any country to release radioactive waste to the ocean that is not part of normal operations?" This question ...
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